Learn how to use the Option AllowWebSubdirectories config.txt directive to specify that files may be served to users in EZproxy.

Option AllowWebSubdirectories specifies that files in subdirectories of the limited, loggedin and public directories may be served to users. Normally, EZproxy does not allow files held in subdirectories of limited or public to be served. First level subdirectories of loggedin specify a required group membership to access files, but deeper subdirectories are not allowed.

When Option AllowWebSubdirectories is active, the default restriction against the use of subdirectories is removed.

Option AllowWebSubdirectories is a non-repeatable position-independent config.txt directive.

Syntax

Option AllowWebSubdirectories

Examples

Enable the use of subdirectories for /limited, /loggedin, and /public.

Option AllowWebSubdirectories